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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

The invention relates to an hydraulic pumping 
System wherein a mechanical lift pump is pro 
vided above the level of the liquid to be pumped 
and an injector pump is operative below said 
level for supplying liquid at the lift pump. 
A general object is to provide a system of the 

class described which is particularly efficient as 
a deep well pumping means. 
A more specific object is to provide an improved 

multi-stage centrifugal pump in which assem 
blies of like members provide the plural stages 
and may be readily associated with a basic one 
stage assembly in any required number to meet 
different lift and/or discharge requirements. 
Another object is to provide a vertical shaft 

multi-stage centrifugal pump having its last 
stage at the top and providing an internal re 
turn duct extending downwardly through the 
pump body to a connection with an injector sup 
ply pipe of the system of which the pump is a 
part. 
A further object is to provide a multi-stage 

pump assembly which is unusually short axially 
thereof and is otherwise particularly compact. 
The invention possesses other objects and fea 

tures of advantage, some of which, with the fore 
going, will be set forth or be apparent in the fol 
lowing description thereof, and in the accom 
panying drawings, in which, 

Figure 1 is an elevation showing an assembly 
embodying the present system and apparatus 
installed at a well, certain parts of the apparatus 
being broken away and/or shown in section. 

Figure 2 is a sectional elevation of a centriful 
gal pump of the apparatus, certain interior mem 
bers of the pump structure being differently 
shown at the different pump stages. 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary sectional elevation 
taken at approximately right angles to the show 
ing of Figure 2. 

Figure 4 is a stepped plan section of the cen 
trifugal pump, the steps comprising quadrant 
views at different levels, the quadrants being . 
respectively indicated as 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d, and 
the levels of the same being indicated by the same 
characters in Figure 2. 

Figure 5 is a fragmentary underneath view 
of the centrifugal pump, the view being taken 
at the plane of the line 5-5 in Figure 1. 

Figure 6 is a reduced-scale side view of a run 
ner assembly of the centrifugal pump structure 
shown in Figures 2 to 4. 
As is particularly brought out in Figure 1, the 

features of present invention are shown as ap 
plied in a pumping system which is arranged for 

the lifting removal of liquid from a well through 
the combined actions of a mechanically operated 
pump f mounted above the liquid level, and an 
injector pump 2 which receives its operating 
liquid from the pump if and is arranged to re- is 
ceive the liquid from the well for delivery to the 
pump f. 
The injector pump 2 is of the type disclosed 

in United States Patent Number 1758,400 which 
issued to R. Jacuzzi on May 13, 1930, and essen- 10 
tially comprises a structure wherein a nozzle 3 
discharges a jet of liquid axially into an eductor 
tube 4 providing the outlet from a chamber 5. 
The chamber 5 receives liquid from the Well 
through a suitable one-way foot valve 6, and the 15 
stream from the nozzle induces and entrains a 
stream of liquid through the chamber 5 for 
delivery to the pump with it. The injector 2 
receives the operating stream through a supply 
pipe 7 and discharges the combined streams 20 
through a riser pipe 8. 

Essentially, the pump comprises a plurality 
of centrifugal runners 2 fixedly mounted. On a 
vertically disposed shaft 22 and operative in a 
like number of chambers in the pump casing to 25 
progressively advance the pumped liquid up 
Wardly through the pump when the pump shaft 
22 is rotated. The pump casing is generally cy 
lindrical and comprises a base section 23, a head 
Section 24, and a plurality of like stage sections 30 
25 engaged between the sections 23 and 24. An 
upward extension 26 of the head section 24 is 
formed to provide a supporting bracket for an 
electric motor 27, said motor having its shaft 28 
attached to and supporting the runner shaft 22 35 
at a suitable coupling 29. The precise manner 
of driving the shaft 22 is generally immaterial, 
however, it being understood, for instance, that 
a pulley shaft might be provided in lieu of the 
motor as a means for driving the shaft 22. 40 
As shown in Figure 2, tubular bearings 3 and 

32 are provided for the shaft 22 in the casing 
members 23 and 24 respectively. The bearing 3 
comprises a sleeve fixed in a tubular and depend 
ing extension 33 of the member 23, the bore of 45 
the extension 33 being closed at its bottom by 
means of a screw plug 34 which is spaced below 
the lower shaft end to provide a cavity which 
may, if desired, contain a lubricant for the shaft. 
The bearing 32 comprises a stuffing box for sea- 50 
ing the bore thereat while centering the shaft 22 
therein. 
By reference to Figure 2, it will be seen that 

the member 24 is cylindrically recessed from its 
lower face to fittedly and fixedly receive a gen- iss 
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2 
erally disc-shaped member 35 with the bottom 
faces of the two members mutually flush. The 
member 35 is cylindrically recessed from its 
lower face to provide a chamber 36 in which the 
upper runner 2 is operative in a manner to be 
hereinafter described. The upper face of the 
underlying casing member 25 is sealedly engaged 
With the mutually coplanar annular lower faces 
of the members 24 and 35 and defines the lower 
Wall of the chamber 36. 

The various runners 2 are of like size and 
structure, each runner comprising a disc-shaped 
upper wall 37, a lower wall 38, and curved webs 
39 integrally connecting the walls 37 and 38. The 
upper runner wall 3 is flat, is centrally perfo 
rated to fittedly receive the shaft 22 there 
through, and is provided with an annular hlub 
4f extending transversely thereof and along the 
shaft whereby the mounted runner may be re 
tained in fixed angular relation to the shaft. 
The lower runner vall 38 has a planar outer por 
tion from which the inner wall portion slopes 
Conically downwardly to a central opening 42 
Which comprises the bore of a tubular apron 43 
integrally depending from the inner edge of the 
Wall 38. The apron 43 extends freely through a 
circular opening in the top wall 44 of the under 
lying member 25 or of the member 23, as the case 
may be. Preferably, and as shown, the webs 39 
are curved rear Wardly from their inner ends, and 
the passages defined between adjacent webs are 
of Smallest cross-section at the discharge ends 
thereof. - 

By particular reference to Figures 2 and 3 and 
6, it will be noted that the shaft 22 is stepped out 
Wardly above the hub. 4 of the upper runner 2 
to provide an annular shoulder 45 between which 
and Said runner hub a spacing ring 46 is opera 
tive. With the shaft 22 fixed against axial 
shifting with respect to the pump casing assem 
bly, and the ring 46 engaging the shoulder 45, 
and the hub 4 of the upper member 2 engaging 
the ring 46, the upper runner is arranged to be 
axially centered in the upper runner chamber 36. 
Spacing sleeves 4 are engaged between the hubs 
4f of succeeding runners on the shaft 22, and a 
nut 48 threadedly engages the shaft beneath the 
hub of the lowermost runner for clamping the 
runners and sleeves in their line on the shaft 22. 
The reduced shaft portion below the threads 
which mount the nut 48 is engaged in the sleeve 
bearing 3. 

Each intermediate casing section 25 has a top 
end wall 44 and a depending peripheral wall 49 
which together define a downwardly opening 
chamber for receiving a member 35 which in 
turn provides a downwardly opening runner 
Chamber 36 as in the assembly of the casing sec 
tion 24. In this manner, the members 35 and 
runners 2 may each be alike, this being an im 
portant factor for minimizing the production 
Cost of the pump while providing for a pump as 
Sembly with any desired number of stages; in the 
present instance, a three-stage assembly is 
shown, and it will be noted that the casing sec 
tions 23 and 24 may be directly engaged about a 
single runner 2 to provide a single-stage pump. 
The lower casing section comprises a circular 

plate 5 which is centrally perforated to receive 
the apron 43 of the adjacent runner 2 and has 
its upper face otherwise formed as are the upper 
faces of the top walls 44 of the sections 25. The 
plate 5 may rest on top of a foundation 52 sur 
rounding the upper end of a tubular well casing 
53 as is particularly illustrated, or even on top 
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of the casing 53 itself, whereby to support the 
pump assembly in position for its use. Bolts 54 
extending axially though the various pump cas 
ing Sections provide a knock-down assembly of 
the pump to have a desired number of stages, 
the arrangement being such that the bolts 54 and 
the shaft 22 are the only elements which need 
be different for assemblies to provide different 
numbers of stages. 

It will now be noted that the members 35 are 
provided with a plurality of equally spaced dis 
charge openings or ports 56 which are directed 
tangentially forwardly through the circumfer 
ential Wall of the chambers 36 in the central 
planes of the chambers, the present structure 
having eight discharge ports 56 in each member 
35. Each of the ports 56 has a cylindrical inner 
portion and a flaring outer portion whereby these 
ports may be generally classified and referred to 
as Venturi orifices. Peripherally thereof, each 
member 35 is notched out opposite the discharge 
end of each port 56 whereby the member is gen 
erally star-shaped in plan with its extreme points 
tightly engaging the circumferential wall of the 
Casing cavity which receives it, the latter cavities 
being provided in the top casing section 24 and 
in the stage sections 25. The members 35 are 
preferably arranged for a press fit in their mount 
ed positions in the sections 24 and 25 for retaining 
them in their appointed places. 

Preferably, and as shown, the peripheral 
notches of the members 35 are defined by flat 
sides 59 and 60 which are perpendicular to the 
plane of the members and cooperate with the 
opposed casing wall portions to define laterally 
closed riser passages 6. The ports 56 terminate 
intermediately in the notch sides 59, and the 
latter sides are perpendicular to the longitudi 
nal axes of the ports which terminate thereat. 
Each notch side 60 is substantially parallel to the 
axis of the adjacent port in advance thereof. In 
the present instance, a plan section of each riser 
passage 65 has the general form of an obtuse 
angled triangle having its larger angle at the 
juncture of the notch sides 59 and 60, as is par 
ticularly evident in Figure 4. 

Intermediate its ends, each member 35 includes 
a cross wall portion 63 which provides the top 
Wall of the runner chamber 36 of the member, 
said wall 63 being centrally perforated to rotata 
bly receive the runner assembly thereat. Curved 
and radial ribs or flanges 64 extend upwardly 
from each plate 63 to define the top plane of the 
member 35 and engage against the upper walls 
of the chambers which receive the members. 
The ribs 64 extend inwardly from the points of 
the members 38 and terminate adjacent and ex 
ternally of the runner aprons 43. Preferably, 
and as shown in the quadrant 4b of Figure 4, the 
ribs 64 have straight outer portions which are 
parallel to the adjacent notch faces 59 and arcu 
ate inner portions which are directed radially of 
the runner axis at their inner extremities; the 
aforesaid rib portions are of substantially like 
lengths. In this manner, liquid flowing upwardly 
in the riser passages 6 of a given stage is directed 
inwardly over the top of the wall 63 and radially 
beneath the intake opening or eye provided by the 
apron of the runner above the wall. 

It will now be noted that the casing section 24 
provides the upper, and last, pump stage, and is 
provided with an external delivery, or discharge, 
outlet, opening 65. As shown in Figures 1 and 2 
and 4, the Section 24 is formed with a radial ex 
tension 66 having the discharge opening 65 ex 
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tending axially therethrough, the bore of said 
opening being threaded for the connection there 
at of a discharge pipe 6 in which a suitable back 
pressure valve 68 is operatively interposed. A 
threaded opening 69 is provided in the cross wall 
TO of the section 24 for the installation of a 
suitable pressure gauge 7 to measure the liquid 
pressure at the pump side of the valve 68 for set 
ting said valve. To facilitate the flow of liquid 
over the member 35 in the section 24 to the dis 
charge outlet, an annular groove 2 may be pro 
vided in the under face of the top wall portion of 
the section, said groove and outlet forming parts 
of a discharge chamber 73 within the casing 
Section. 
An intake cavity 74 is defined in the pump base 

section 23 below the wall 5f of the section, and 
an inlet opening 75 is provided in the under wall 
of said cavity, which wall provides the bearing 
receiving extension 33. A threaded pipe fange 
76 is bolted to said under wall of the section 23 
with its bore in registration with the opening 75, 
and the riser pipe f8 is threadedly connected to 
said flange. The described connection for the 
pipe 8 is laterally offset from the bearing exten 
sion 33 which carries the bottom bearing sleeve 
3, said sleeve extending slightly within the cavity 
74 and being generally encircled by the cavity. 

Preferably, and as brought out in Figure 3, the 
nut 48 of the runner assembly is provided with a 
depending skirt 77 which closely encloses the 
upper part of the sleeve 3 when the runner as 
sembly is operatively.installed in the pump struc 
ture. In this manner, the bearing bore of the 
sleeve 3 f is protected from the intrusion of 
particles of grit which might be carried through 
the pump with the liquid being pumped. 

It will now be noted that the water for oper 
ating the injector 2 is arranged to be taken from 
the discharge stream of the pump at the 
pump side of the back-pressure valve 68 whereby 
an adjustment of the valve 68 will provide the 
injector-operating stream at the required pres 
sure. Generally speaking, a greater pumping 
lift requires the greater pressure and/or greater 
volume flow of operating liquid to the injector, 
this resulting in a lessened volume of flow from 
the discharge pipe 67. The pipe 67 may dis 
charge at the level of the valve at atmospheric 
pressure or against a lifting head, as required, 
the valve 68 being suitably adjusted and set to 
meet the conditions. 
As particularly disclosed, the injector supply 

pipe 7 receives liquid from the pump discharge 
chamber 73 through a passage 78 which axially 
traverses the casing, the pipe being connected 
with said passage at the bottom of the casing base 
Section 23. Considering the assembled pump 
casing as a whole, the passage 78 is seen to be 
provided in a lateral rib-like extension 79 which 
is provided in part by the various casing sections, 
the line of its passage being shown as intersecting 
the line of the discharge opening 65 Within the 
chamber 3. At its portion within the botton 
casing section 23, the passage 78 is directed 
radially inwardly and then axially downwardly 
whereby the pipe may be connected to the 
Section adjacent the depending bearing extension 
33 of the section, and within the space of the well 
casing 53. As Shown, the necessary connection 
is provided by means of a threaded pipe flange 80 
which is mounted on the upper end of the pipe 
7 and is bolted to the under side of the section 

23. It will be noted that the radial portion of 

3 
the passage 78 is generally coplanar with the 
pump intake cavity 74. 
The provision of the passage 78 within the 

casing structure is important for several reasons, 
including the following. Thus, the feature per 
mits á mounting of the pump structure directly 
at the top of the well casing to overlap the cas 
ing all around, with all parts of the pipes 7 
sand 8 disposed below it and within the casing 
space, thereby eliminating any need for lateral 
cgonnections through the Side of the well while 
minimizing fluid friction in the pipes which may 
both be straight for their full lengths. Another 
advantage of connecting both pipes directly at 
the casing Section 23 lies in the fact that these 
pipes need not be changed in length as stages 
are added to or Subtracted from the pump as 
sembly. 
While such is not shown, it will be understood 

that the pump discharge outlet 65 might be pro 
vided anywhere along the passage 78, as in a 
section 25 or in the base section 23 without af 
fecting the operation of the pumping system; in 
this event, the passage 78 would comprise part 
of the pump cavity 73 as far therealong as the 
outlet 65 is provided. On the other hand, the 
outlet 65 might be provided at some other point 
of the casing section 24 than at the upper end 
of the passage 78. 
The described structure wherein the separate 

ly formed members 35 are in unitary but sep 
arable association with the pump casing sections 
24 and 25 is designed to provide for a machin 
ing of the surfaces of the members 35 and the 
provision of the Wenturi orifices 56 therein with 
finished bores, and also permits a finishing of 
the surfaces of the cavities in the casing sections 
in which the members are fitted. In this man 
ner, the surface friction of the pumped liquid 
with the fixed parts of the liquid passage through 
the pump may be minimized. 
ASSuming that the runner assembly is being 

operated at an appropriate rotative speed by the 
motor 27 or otherwise, and that an appropriate 
preSSure exists in the discharge chamber 73 of 
the pump , a branch discharge stream will be 
continuously forced downwardly through the 
passage 8 and pipe 7 to the injector nozzle 3. 
As previously noted, the stream discharging up 
Wardly from the injector nozzle 3 will entrain 
Water from the chamber f 5 of the injector, and 
the combined streams will flow upwardly to the 
intake chamber 74 of the pump i? whence it will 
enter the eye of the Iowermost member 2 for 
centrifugal discharge radially into the central 
runner chamber 36 of the lower member 35, 
The Water centrifugally discharged into the 

chamber 36 will, acquire an increased pressure 
Over that at intake, and will discharge under 
Pressure tangentially outwardly through the Ven 
turi orifices 56 and into the riser passages 6 
and thence over the top of the member 35 to the 
eye of the overlying runner for a repetition of 
the process for the full number of runners. The 
described cooperation of the runners 2 and the 
members 35 is repeated for all of the stages pro 
vided, whereby the pressure in the water trav 
ersing the pump is progressively built up to a 
maximum in the chamber 73, a portion of the 
Water escaping through the pipe 67 and the re 
mainder being used over again to operate the 
injector. It will be understood that the action 
of the centrifuging runners 2 preferably pro 
duces at least some degree of suction in the 
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chamber 74 whereby to assist the injector in the 
lifting of water to the pump. 
The disclosed zig-zag path of water through 

the pump whereby the water travels radially in 
the curved passages of the runners 2 and tan 
gentially outwardly through the ring of Venturi 
orifices 56 and upwardly in the passages 6 and 
radially inwardly in the curved paths between 
the top ribs 64 of the member 35 which encloses 
the runner, is designed and arranged to minimize 
frictional losses in the pump. It is noted that 
the action of the runners 2 in combination with 
that of the Venturi orifices 56 is generally that 
disclosed in United States Patent Number 
1929,496 which issued to R. Jacuzzi on Octo 
ber 10, 1933. 

It will be understood that the runners 2 may 
have different numbers of radial paSSages and 
that the number of Venturi orifices in a ring 
thereof may be varied for meeting different oper 
ating conditions to be met, it being generally im 
portant only that the plurality of said orifices 
and passages of a given stage be symmetrically 
arranged about the runner axis. Generally 
speaking, the capacity of the pump assembly 
will be increased with an increase in the number 
of stage sections 25 inserted between the base 
section 23 and the head section 24. It will also 
be understood that the required rotative runner 
speed for removing water from a given well will 
be less as the number of stages is increased; In 
this manner, the present multi-stage pump may 

35 

be provided with that number of stages which 
permits its operation at a speed which will min 
imize pump wear without materially effecting the 
pump efficiency. 
From the foregoing description taken in con 

nection with the accompanying drawings, the 
advantages of the construction and method of 
operation of the present device will be readily 
understood by those skilled in the art to which 
the invention appertains. While I have de 

scribed the features of the device in what I 
now consider to be a preferred embodiment 
thereof, I desire to have it understood that the 
showings are primarily illustrative, and that such 
changes may be made as fall within the scope of 5 
the following claim. 

I claim: 
In combination with an injector pump installed 

within a bored well to lift liquid from the well, 
a vertical shaft centrifugal pump supported to 10 
have its bottom extending across the top of the 
Well bore and arranged to receive liquid from the 
well through the discharge pipe of the injector 
pump and comprising a casing having a base Sec 
tion providing an inlet passage at its bottom, lis 
intermediate and head casing sections providing 
similarly directed and mutually aligned cylindri 
cal recesses opening at the lower ends thereof, 
similar members fittedly engaged in said recesses 
and recessed from the same sides thereof as the 20 
casing sections to provide cylindrical chambers 
therein Opening at the corresponding section ends 
and each having a plurality of discharge ports 
directed tangentially from the periphery of its 
chamber through its lateral wall, runners simul- 25 
taneously operative in Said chambers and ar 
ranged to receive liquid axially thereof, means 
at the peripheral and upper exterior of each 
said member directly cooperative with the op 
posed walls of the member and the recess re- 3a) 
ceiving it to provide independent passages for 
directing the liquid discharged from its ports to- lar 
ward the pump axis and to the next run 
means providing a discharge passage for the 
centrifugal pump in said head section, means 35 
providing a return-flow passage entirely within 
said casing and connecting the discharge pas 
sage with an outlet at the bottom of Said base 
section, and a pipe within the well bore for con 
necting said outlet with the nozzle of the injector 40 
pump. 

FRANK JACUZZ. 

  


